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(+44)1435863381

On this webpage, you can find the complete menu of New Evergreen Chinese from Wealden. Currently, there
are 16 meals and drinks up for grabs. For changing offers, please contact the restaurant owner directly. You can

also contact them through their website. What Joe pert 1 likes about New Evergreen Chinese:
Came in with a few friends at the start of December , lovely food (spare ribs with peppercorn sauce was to die
for) and a good atmosphere. Staff seem to be very kind and helpful and the bar has a very good selection and
not too pricey too!! Would highly recommend , best Chinese in Heathfield. read more. The place also offers the

possibility to sit outside and have something in beautiful weather. What SueAW53 doesn't like about New
Evergreen Chinese:

Food very slow to arrive, not hot, restaurant freezing, another table of diners arrived, ladies removed their coats
but shortly put them back on again as do cold in there and waiter took my cutlery when he cleared the starters,

apologised and bought the dirty cutlery back for me to continue to use! Do not blame the waiter, clearly just
started and had received no training, very nervous. Will never dine there again. A... read more. In Wealden,

traditional meals are prepared in the kitchen of New Evergreen Chinese with typical Asian spices delicious, Also,
the drinks menu at this place is exceptional and offers a significant and varied diversity of both local and

international beers, which are definitely worth a try. The Asian fusion cuisine is likewise an important part of
New Evergreen Chinese. Anyone who finds the everyday and generally known menus too boring should

approach with a willingness to experiment and try some exciting combination of ingredients enjoy, You can take a
break at the bar with a freshly tapped beer or other alcoholic and non-alcoholic drinks.
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Salad�
LETTUCE

No� alcoholi� drink�
WATER

Desser�
PUTO

Specialtie�
POPARA

Duc� mea�
KNUSPRIGE ENTE

Barbecu�
SPARE RIBS

Condiment� an� Sauce�
PRAWNS

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
TOSTADAS

Mai� course�
RIBS

CALAMARI

Ingredient� Use�
DUCK

SEAFOOD

MEAT

BEEF

CHICKEN

TRAVEL
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Opening Hours:
Monday 17:30-22:00
Tuesday 12:00-14:00
Wednesday 12:00-14:00
Thursday 12:00-14:00
Friday 12:00-14:00
Saturday 12:00-14:00
Sunday 12:00-14:00
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